Choices of a mature student vs an immature student

A mature student.........

  o Wants to learn and studies for own reasons
  o Is focussed, self-motivated & has clear goals
  o Takes responsibility for their learning
  o Does what’s necessary to get what they want and need
  o Participates in class: asks questions, seeks knowledge, shares ideas
  o Encourages learning with others, joins in study groups & keeps them on track
  o Self disciplined and works on time to a good quality
  o Puts in more effort than required
  o Summarises as they go and revises for exams
  o Interacts with teachers in a mature way, gives and receives respect when talking
  o Has overcome the barriers of peer pressure and is a self directed worker

An immature student...........

  o Can’t see the point of studying
  o No particular goals to aim for and is not motivated to study
  o Needs to be motivated by others to get the work done
  o Handballs responsibility & makes excuses when work is not done
  o Can react inappropriately in class and is disruptive at times
  o Can distract others from learning and say things to discourage other people
  o Waits to be directed by teachers, does work of minimal quality
  o Does minimal amount of work
  o Leaves work till the last minute & crams to study for exams
  o Interacts immaturely with teachers
  o Lets people and situations get to them. Often would rather stuff around in class rather than learn.

Note which ones apply to yourself. What do your results tell you about your approach to study????